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Figure 1: Tag-Xplore enables data curators to explore annotation practices within and across digital editions. The five main coordinated
views offer a systematic crosscut of attribute-document relationships from various perspectives and granularities. Specifically, views A and
E allow the exploration of attributes across collections (editions), and documents respectively. Users can filter and rank attributes (B),
compare attributes across documents (C), and gain an overview of documents based on attribute similarity (D). The example illustrates the
investigation of annotation practices for three attributes: persName, placeName, and orgName.

Abstract
Digital Editions (DE) are scholarly document collections that make research artifacts accessible to both humans and machines
in a structured manner, enriched with annotations. However, the interoperability and reusability of DE can be hampered by
annotation inconsistencies within DE and heterogeneous annotation practices across DE. We present Tag-Xplore, an interactive
and visual exploration tool for annotation practices within and across DE. Tag-Xplore offers multiple coordinated views that
provide both attribute-based and document-based access to the huge search space at multiple granularities. The approach also
provides rank, filter, and comparison techniques, to further support the exploration. With Tag-Xplore, data curators can validate
assumptions based on existing knowledge and generate new insights about annotation practices. We demonstrate the usefulness
of Tag-Xplore with two qualitative case studies on attribute ambiguity and outlier documents.
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1. Introduction

In Digital Edition (DE) projects, domain experts from the Humani-
ties curate and annotate cultural heritage artifacts in digital formats.
The resulting DE open up numerous forms of usage for research in
the Humanities and Social Sciences. Technical interoperability of
DE, a cornerstone of the FAIR principles (findability, accessibility,
interoperability, reusability) [WDA∗16], is crucial to enhance re-
search efficiency and scholarly impact. However, data curators en-
counter challenges in decision-making during curation due to lack
of support, leading to interoperability issues [Elo20]. Firstly, cura-
tors are not always able to identify inconsistencies of annotation
practices within their own DE [McD09]. Within-edition inconsis-
tencies can occur when multiple actors are involved, or the curation
phase spans long durations of time. Secondly, curators are often un-
aware of annotation practices of other editions [SBS∗23, Fla16].
Across-edition inconsistencies lead to decreased interoperability
and reusability [Kin11]. In essence, to enhance interoperability of
DE, it is imperative to conduct a systematic analysis of the at-
tributes across documents from various existing DE. However, this
analysis is often infeasible for data curators in the scope of their an-
notation projects due to its complexity [HIL∗20]. The current prac-
tice is often limited to problem-specific analysis solutions that are
resource-consuming and not scalable. Data curators lack the ability
to explore the complex search space defined by multiple DE con-
sisting of hundreds of attributes and often thousands of documents
per DE in a time-efficient manner.

Our approach contributes a Visual Analytics (VA) solution for
the class of problems where the exploration of a large, hierarchical
item space and a high-dimensional attribute space is required. We
demonstrate the usefulness of our approach by applying it to the
exploration of annotation practices in DE, a use case that fulfills
our described data characteristics. The visual interface consists of
multiple coordinated views for comparative and detailed analysis of
annotation practices within DE, as well as across multiple DE. The
different perspectives facilitate assumption validation and insight
generation, allowing data curators to make more informed curation
decisions, as we demonstrate in two short case studies. This support
can enhance the interoperability and lifecycle of DE [Sab15].

2. Related Work

The Digital Humanities have been the focus of numerous VA ap-
proaches, enhancing the expert examination of research artifacts
(close reading [JFCS17, Eve19]) and provided scholars with new
abstract perspectives (distant reading [Mor05]). Applications of
VA approaches varied, from poetry visualization [ARLC∗13] and
exploratory thematic analysis of digital archives [KES15] to the
analysis of text transcripts [JEAGK17]. These approaches focus on
the content of data collections, but do not reveal information about
the metadata attributes. Metadata-focused approaches exist for the
curation of photographs [AG23] and video annotations [RCLK10].
While these tools focus on metadata curation to improve interoper-
ability, they omit the exploration of annotation practices that Tag-
Xplore aims to provide. Inspiration is found in the work of Xu et
al. [XEJJ14], providing data curators with multi-faceted metadata
overview of large-scale collections and in the interactive sense-
making of Jigsaw [SGLS07]. Williamson [Wil15] surveys generic
VA approaches for the visual representation of metadata, but does
not focus on annotations of DE. A focus on exploration of anno-

Edition Name Documents Total Tags Unique Tags

Atharvaveda 2 2 75,301 65
Bullinger Digital 2 13,159 1,569,899 86
Heinrich Wölfflin 2 4 15,205 103
Iurisprudentia 2 352 534,847 31
Königsfelden 2 1,547 838,583 83
Robert Walser 2 20 94,271 70

Table 1: The six DE are heterogeneous in document size and the
amount of total and unique annotation tags (attributes) used.

tation practices is found in Reading Traces [BBBD20] for digi-
tized handmade annotations within a book collection to foster pat-
tern discovery. However, a drawback is its close alignment with
the specific case study it was developed for. In medieval studies,
annotation tags are used to analyze two-variant texts [BJP∗19],
but their approach is limited to this specific task and cannot han-
dle multiple documents. The Interactive Text Mining Suite [SD17]
employs heatmaps for part-of-speech annotations and offers mul-
tifaceted corpus exploration, yet do not put emphasis on the in-
tegration of its various views into a cohesive VA tool. The Com-
pus system [FD00] facilitates exploration of XML-encoded doc-
ument corpora, highlighting structural patterns and discrepancies.
Beyond Compus, Tag-Xplore, also enables experts to compare doc-
uments from multiple sources. To summarize, only few VA tools for
the Digital Humanities support data curators in exploring annota-
tion practices, facing metadata curation challenges of multiple DE,
thousands of documents, and hundreds of attributes.

Related VA techniques that informed the design of Tag-Xplore
mainly relate to the attribute/feature drill-down, ranking, and selec-
tion. Seo and Shneiderman introduced the rank-by-feature frame-
work [SS05] to enable the exploration of ranked features and their
relationships, complemented by Johansson and Johansson’s use of
association metrics for feature selection through ranking [JJ09].
The interactive arrangement, selection, and culling of attributes
helps users to find interesting relations and cluster patterns in high-
dimensional spaces [War94, Guo03, LSP∗10]. Together with In-
gram et al.’s Dimstiller [IMI∗10], we provide feature selection for
interactive dimensionality reduction, but do not focus on feature
transformations. Finally, Cibulski et al. [CMP∗19] study interactive
feature selection in a data-specific context for multivariate time se-
ries. All these VA techniques are related, but differ in their data or
machine learning focus. In particular, Tag-Xplore is special in its
support for the exploration of annotation practices in DE.

3. Abstractions

We present the abstract data characteristics, before deriving re-
quirements and tasks, and finally introducing six digital editions
as a representative use case of our approach.

3.1. Data Characteristics

Tag-Xplore is designed as an exploration tool for large and complex
search spaces, defined by thousands of items grouped into collec-
tions. The attribute space typically includes hundreds of different
attributes, which can be grouped into semantically meaningful at-
tribute groups. As such, both the items and attributes can be hierar-
chically structured, providing opportunities for drill-downs of the
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Figure 2: Conceptualization of our approach in the context of the Knowledge Generation Model for VA [SSS∗14]. Preprocessing of collec-
tions reveals the search space, spanned by hierarchically structured documents and attributes. Algorithmic models coupled with the visual
interface include analysis support for overview exploration, filtering, search, ranking, and detailed analyses. The interface offers five main
views and two auxiliary views, each with different perspectives on attribute-document crosscuts, differing by data granularity and overview-
detail support. Through iterative exploration, data curators generate knowledge about annotation practices.

search space. In Tag-Xplore, attributes are binary, indicating the
presence or absence of an attribute for a given item.

3.2. Requirement & Task Abstraction

We use Sacha’s Knowledge Generation Model [SSS∗14] to intro-
duce the principal analytical building blocks of Tag-Xplore. Fig-
ure 2 illustrates the instantiation of the KGM in the context of DE
annotations as a representative case for the class of problems our
approach is designed for. Assumptions of users can be based on ex-
isting knowledge or insights from previous exploration loops, and
are usually about a specific subset of documents and/or attributes.
Typically, users seek to answer attribute-based questions by in-
vestigating corresponding documents, and vice versa, document-
based questions through a cross-cut with attribute interactions.
This suggests perspectives on the data space that stringently take
both attribute-based and the document-based characteristics into
account. As usual for exploratory settings where the information
need is not clearly defined at the start, one key strength that a VA
solution must offer is its ability to be used iteratively in multiple
cycles of exploration and verification and allow for individuals’
unique analysis approaches [ITC08]. To summarize, we draw the
following high-level requirements to Tag-Xplore:

R1: Attribute-based access to the search space
R2: Document-based access to the search space
R3: Systematic attribute-document crosscut for enhanced analysis
R4: Interactive exploration, iterativity, and drill-down capability

We break the identified requirements down into abstract tasks
to inform the design of Tag-Xplore in a process based on two key
sources: First, from influential related works on the various types
and uses of DE curation, revealing remaining shortcomings. This
perspective helped us to maintain a broad scope towards solving a
general problem, aiming for a tool designed for broad applicability.
Second, feedback from domain experts in the Digital Humanities
who specialize in curating DE, one expert per studied edition, in-
fluenced our design choices. Here, we employed Munzner’s Nested
Model [Mun09] to achieve a thorough understanding of the do-
main, data, and tasks specific to curators.

Attribute-based tasks:
T1: Explore attributes across document collections
T2: Explore attributes across documents
T3: Rank attributes based on criteria of attribute usage
T4: Filter attributes for analyses on attribute usage
T5: Compare few attributes of interest across documents

Document-based tasks:
T6: Overview of documents based on attribute characteristics
T7: Filter documents to narrow down the search space
T8: Inspect document distribution across collections
T9: Inspect document structure in detail

3.3. Representative Case on Six Digital Editions

To design, develop, and study Tag-Xplore in a real-world setting,
we use six heterogeneous DE coordinated by the Center for Dig-
ital Editions at the University of Zürich (ZDE). The documents
from the DE are digital representation of research artifacts, struc-
tured and enriched with annotation tags. Naturally, the six DE form
the grouping of document collections. Due to the heterogeneity
of research contexts across the DE, the size and structure of the
documents is highly heterogeneous (see Table 1). In the case of
the Heinrich Bullinger letter edition, each document corresponds
to one letter written or received by the influential reformer, total-
ing over 13,000 documents. All DE utilize a limited set of anno-
tation tags, maintained by the Text Encoding Initiative guidelines
(TEI) [Sch12]. Overall, the TEI standard has 586 annotation tags,
grouped into so-called ”modules“, reflecting their semantic con-
text. As an example, tags relevant for the annotation of screenplays
are grouped in the performance module. In our preprocessing, we
parse all documents and extract the information about their used
annotation tags, i.e., if a tag appears in a specific document or not.

4. Visual Interface

Based on the data characteristics, the requirements, and tasks out-
lined in Section 3, we designed and developed Tag-Xplore. We first
provide an overview before introducing the views in detail.
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Figure 3: Example of how different views of Tag-Xplore are used in the knowledge generation process. (1) Filtering of document search space
(T7) on collection granularity. (2) Comparison of three candidate attributes across documents (T5). (3) Inspection of document distribution
across collections (T8), with document selection. (4) Exploration of attributes across documents (T2). (5) Inspection of document structure
(T9). With this sequence of actions, the user gained insights about ambiguous annotation practices for annotations across two DE.

4.1. Overview

The interface consists of five main views (see Figure 1) and two
auxiliary views (see Figure 3.3 & 3.5). The different views are
designed to accommodate the different perspectives and access
needed for the diverse information needs. Attribute-centric access
includes views for the exploration, ranking, filtering and compar-
ison of attributes of interest (R1). Document-centric access in-
cludes overview, filtering and detail inspection views (R2). All
main views of the interface provide different analysis possibili-
ties for the document-attribute crosscut (R3). Differences in aggre-
gation levels (e.g., document or collection granularity) allow for
drill-down capabilities (R4) which is further supported by the aux-
iliary detail views. In addition, interactive exploration is supported
by the connectivity of the views. Interactions with the visual in-
terface (e.g., hovering over a document) or with the underlying
model (e.g., filtering) are immediately reflected across all views.
Figure 1 demonstrates an interaction where the user hovers over
the persName attribute (view B), resulting in the highlighting of all
documents that contain this attribute (view D). The consistent use
of color to differentiate between documents from the various DE
provide orientation for across-edition analysis tasks.

4.2. Views

The Collection Attribute Matrix (Figure 1A) allows the edition-
level exploration of attributes (T1) and enables filtering of docu-
ments on an edition granularity (T7). In the grid heatmap, the rows
represent the DE and columns represent the attributes aggregated
by groups. Clicking on an attribute group will expand it horizon-
tally and reveal the individual attributes. The coloring of the matrix
cells indicates whether an edition is using a specific attribute or
not. As an example, the row-wise comparison of the birth column
in Figure 1 reveals that only one DE is annotating the birthdate of
persons. Users can filter documents on a DE granularity with tog-
gles next to the DE names (T7). Likewise, users can filter attributes
by selecting or deselecting the individual columns (T4).

The Attribute Filter (Figure 1B) is the main view for ranking
(T3) and filtering attributes (T4). Multi-faceted filters enable re-
finement of the attribute space, which can be based on attribute
group, attribute name, and usage amount. By default, the attributes
are ranked in descending order based on the total amount of docu-
ments using the attribute. The horizontally stacked bar charts reveal
the distribution of documents across DE utilizing the attribute.

The Attribute Intersection View (Figure 1C) is tailored towards
the investigation of ambiguous attribute usage. It enables the com-
parison of up to three attributes across documents (T5). Bar charts
within the circle intersection areas show the number of documents
from each DE that use the respective attribute combinations.

The Document Overview (Figure 1D) allows users to find clus-
ters and outliers of documents based on attribute usage (T6). Each
document is mapped onto a two-dimensional layout, where the
proximity of documents indicates their attribute-based similarity, as
a result of different dimensionality reduction techniques. The input
vector for the reduction technique consists of the currently filtered
attributes. Users can choose from four dimensionality reduction
techniques (PCA, t-SNE, UMAP, SOM) [AHT20] and configure
the respective model parameters. Figure 4 displays the four dimen-
sionality reduction techniques applied to the same search space.

The Document Attribute Matrix (Figure 1E) allows the
document-level exploration of attributes (T2). We make use of the
grid heatmap introduced in the Collection Attribute Matrix, but this
time the rows represent single documents. Row-wise comparisons
can reveal similarities and differences across documents of interest.

The Document Listing (Figure 3.3) allows users to inspect the
document distribution across DE. This enables the transition from
DE aggregations to concrete document instances. The view is ac-
cessible by clicking on the bar charts in the Attribute Filter, an area
within the Attribute Intersection View, or a grid cell of the self-
organizing map in the Document Overview.

The Document Inspector (Figure 3.5) allows the inspection of
the hierarchically structured document, providing detailed informa-
tion about attribute annotation practices and the context in which
attributes are used (T9). It is the lowest level of detail our visual in-
terface offers, used to confirm or contextualize generated insights
at the end of the exploration process. To provide additional infor-
mation about the attributes used in the document, they are listed
next to the document viewer, sorted from most to least used.

5. Case Studies

We demonstrate the usefulness of Tag-Xplore by reporting two
qualitative case studies with two experts Phillip and Reto, respon-
sible for the curation of two of the six DE described in Section 3.3.
The experts were instructed to share their thoughts during explo-
ration, leading to a think-aloud protocol aligned with the workflow.

© 2024 The Authors.
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Figure 4: Users can choose between four dimensionality reduction techniques in the Document Overview (from left to right: PCA, t-SNE,
UMAP, SOM), and steer their model parameters. Each point represents a document, colored by its edition association. A series of patterns
can be observed, revealing similarities and differences in annotation practices.

5.1. Identifying Ambiguous Annotation Practices

Phillip, a data curator for the Bullinger letter edition, wants to gain
insights on the progress of the letter digitalization process. He be-
gins by filtering the search space exclusively to documents from
the Bullinger DE (T7, see Step 1 of the interaction sequence for
this case study depicted in Figure 3). Aware that the s attribute is
used for the annotation of sentences in the automatic transcription
process and the note attribute is used for footnotes, he selects both
attributes in the Attribute Intersection View (T5). He finds out that
many documents contain both attributes, indicating that the cura-
tion process of these documents is finished. Curious about how
other DE handle their footnote annotations, he decides to add the
Königsfelden DE to his search space (T7). The updated Attribute
Intersection View reveals a shared annotation practice, as both DE
employ the note attribute. To confirm his insight about the shared
annotation practice, he selects documents from both DE via the
Document Listing view and inspects their structure in the Docu-
ment Inspector (T9). He finds out that the Königsfelden documents
utilize the note attribute to provide more information about the dig-
italization process, rather than for annotating the text. He concludes
that this is a typical instance of ambiguous attribute usage and that
he would consider these alternative solutions if he would start over.

5.2. Finding Outlier Documents

Reto, who has extensive practical experience with the TEI annota-
tion guidelines, wants to learn more about the reasons for interoper-
ability issues across DE. He gains a first overview of the document
space using the Document Overview (T6). He notices that the
spatial differences between groups of documents in the PCA
dimensionality reduction (see Figure 4A) hint towards cons dif-
ferences across DE. He forms the assumption that the annotations
from the namesdates group could contribute to this heterogeneity,
and applies the according group filter in the Attribute Filter (T4).
The updated Document Overview now reveals clear outlier docu-
ments. The subsequent row-wise comparison of the documents in
the Document Attribute Matrix reveals an outlier document, which
he further investigates using the Document Inspector (T9). He con-
cludes his exploration with this newly discovered document struc-
ture type, which needs to be refined to fit the rest of the documents.

6. Discussion and Future Work

Guidance: Tag-Xplore is novel in allowing the exploration of an-
notation practices across multiple collections. Users can quickly

gain insights from collections and attributes that were previously
unknown. However, the large search space of thousands of doc-
uments and hundreds of attributes may overwhelm users. In the
future, we plan to integrate guidance components to navigate this
space more easily, by suggesting documents and attributes.

Knowledge Externalization: Tag-Xplore enables sense-making of
the data, but the externalization of knowledge in the exploration
process is not yet integrated. Leveraging VA feedback-loop princi-
ples could form an important basis for collaboration and objective
discourse about interoperability, using the example of DE.

What-If: During our collaboration with data curators, we observed
their strong curiosity to explore their own annotation practices and
compare it with external DE. With Tag-Xplore, data curators were
able to verify their assumptions, complementing the more open-
ended explorations observed. In future work, a what-if analysis will
enable data curators to adapt annotation practices, and assess the
impact of refinements on interoperability.

Generalization of Use: We have designed and evaluated our ap-
proach around the use case of annotation practices of DE. How-
ever, with minor prototype adjustments, other data that fulfills the
characteristics described in Section 3 can also be explored. This en-
visioned generalizability goes beyond document-based collections
and will be the focus of our future work on Tag-Xplore.

7. Conclusion

We have presented a Visual Analytics approach for the exploration
of annotation practices within and across digital editions. Tag-
Xplore enables curators to efficiently navigate the search space,
facilitating the filtering, exploration, ranking, and comparison of
attribute usage from various perspectives of the attribute-document
crosscut. This empowers users to validate their assumptions and
generate new insights, thereby uncovering unexpected patterns of
attribute usage within their own edition as well as in comparison
with other editions. Such systematic analysis, previously challeng-
ing and resource-intensive, is now achievable with Tag-Xplore.
The two case studies exemplify typical situations how data cura-
tors can generate knowledge about annotations with Tag-Xplore,
enabling them to make more informed decisions during curation,
which leads to enhanced interoperability of DE.
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